
 

Get Started 
Use this or another practice of being here: Lengthen your breaths, touch your fingertips together. 
Notice your pulse. Acknowledge the life that is flowing.  Welcome!   
 
How are you? When is a moment you felt free this week? Each person take 2-3 minutes to check in, then 
invite someone else. No rush, take a moment to think before you speak. Practice listening fully, not 
focusing on what you will say. No comments other than “thank you.”  

Dig In: Ideas - Creating  Spacious Place  

GET INTO IT 

Circle a word or phrase from your notes that grabbed you and share why. Hear from others. 

EXPLORE THE PLACES WE GO 

● What’s a place in your weekly routine that feels spacious?                         What is one that doesn’t?  

● Name places people go hoping to feel more alive that actually leave them empty, numb or worse. 

● Choose 2 specific places you’ve talked about - one more and one less spacious. What forces 
(conscious or not) have contributed to making these spaces what they are? 

● What is one space you pass through regularly that is/could be a reminder of contentedness for you?  

 
EXPAND YOUR IMAGINATIONS 

What does God imagine our cities can be like?  Zechariah 8:1-8 paints a picture. What do these 
words and this conversation make you wonder about the physical places we share? Write your 
wonderings down, each on a sticky-note*. 

 
* Make your own wonder-wall and share a picture with greg or melissa@fabricmpls.com.  Like 

us, Sara Joy specifically said she would love to hear what this conversation inspired. 
 

WHAT CAN YOU DO?  

What are some things you can do individually to create more spacious places?  

What are some things you can do with others?  

Close 

What is something you will take away from this time? Leave space for everyone to contribute.   

Show Up. Expect Growth. Build Trust 
Be present.   Share only what you want when you want.   Confidentiality.   Respect. 

Questions over answers.   Wonder over judgement.   Do you.   Welcome silence. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Zechariah+8.1-8&version=NRSV;MSG


 
 

Show Up. Expect Growth. Build Trust. 
Ground Rules for significant relationships 

 
 

YOUR GROUP LIVING ROOM. 
What does space to thrive look like for you as a group?  

 

Be present as fully as possible (doubts/convictions, fears/hopes, failings/successes; 
listening/speaking, giving/receiving...).  

Share only what you want when you want. It’s your call.  

Confidentiality. Always ask before sharing anything outside the group, even if it is with the most 
supportive of intentions. 

Respect others by avoiding the temptation to interpret, correct or offer unsolicited advice. 

Questions over answers. Practice responding with honest, open questions.   

Wonder over judgement. Starting to feel judgmental? Get curious. I wonder what’s behind that 
perspective. I wonder what my own strong reaction might mean.  

Do you. You learn from others for sure, but this is a unique chance to pause and listen to what’s 
going on in you. This is perhaps the most simple (yet difficult) and potent thing you will do - for 
yourself and your group. 

Welcome silence.  The world is noisy enough. After someone talks, take a breath and let Silence have a 

voice in your Group. 

 

 

Take time to reflect for yourself on what you hear in this.  

Share with someone now or in between your gatherings. 

 

 

 


